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There are numbers of factors and elements that 
determine the speed, intensity, and continuity of 
the many behaviors individuals experience in their 
daily lives. These factors are influenced by various
factors, from the inside) or from the outside 
(environment). However, unlike ordinary behavior 
in everyday life, in education, it is taken into 
account that acquiring intentional behavior; the 
controlling and effective use of the factors that play 
an important role in gaining and maintaining the 
behavior of the individual gains importance.



While it is observed that some of the students in the 
educational institutions are willing to produce a lesson, a 
problem or a probing solution, some of the students seem 
reluctant to attend the lessons and prefer to escape rather than 
struggle to solve the problems they encounter. At the 
beginning of the factors affecting the formation of this 
difference between the students is the motivation. Since 
motivation is effective in giving energy to the individual and 
becoming willing to behave, it is antagonized as one of the 
most important factors that predominate the effectiveness of 
the learning-teaching slice.
Motivation is to act to do something. People are motivated at 
different levels and in different ways. Ahmet; a student, a 
family member or a teacher, may be interested and willing to 
do homework. Another student tries to get a better grade. 
Another student may want to learn to reach their goals.



The last searches that are made about this issue show that 
there are strong, positive relationship and cooparation
between motivation and the achievement. The increase in 
motivation allows teachers and students to enjoy more 
pleasure from school. Some common behaviors observed in 
motivated organizations include:
• Having positive thoughts towards the school and finding the 
school satisfactory.
• Insist on power tasks and cause few management problems.
• Deep processing of information.
At the same time, the motivated student is a positive 
contributor to the functioning of the classroom as it is an 
important source of job satisfaction for the teacher.



 Motivation issue is an important issue in 
educational field for both teachers and 
students,because the more the students are
motivated and focused on the course, the more
they catch success in their lessons. However, a 
student may lose his/her motivation on the
course, even during the lesson time. So, teacher
should give him the necessary encouragement
by means of fun and attract. 



This could be a difficult task for teachers, 

however, in any case, they should

accomplish this. In order to do this

motivate task, there are 5 effective ways

which are used generally.



ENCOURAGE YOUR STUDENTS
Students look to teachers for approval and they want
to take a positive support from them, and are more 
likely to be attracted about learning when they feel 
their study is recognized and congratulated. You 
should encourage them to communicate and free 
thinking with your students to make them feel 
important. Be desirous. Praise your students often. 
Recognize them for their contributions. If your 
classroom is a friendly place where students feel 
heard and respected, they will be more eager to 
learn. A “good job”, ‘well done’ or “nice work” can 
go a long way.



PROVIDE THEIR PARTICIPATION TO LESSONS
One of the effective ways to encourage students and 
teach them responsibility is to get them involved in the 
classroom during the lessons. Make participating fun 
by giving each student a job to do. Give students the 
responsibility of tidying up or decorating the 
classroom. Assign a student to erase the blackboard or 
pass out materials. If you carry out a reading activity in 
class, ask students to take turns reading sections out 
loud. Provide students work in groups and assign each
one of them a task or role. Give students a sense of 
ownership, that allows them to feel accomplished, and 
this encourages to make an activated participation in 
class.



ENCOURAGE THEM
Setting expectations and making reasonable and rational

demands encourages students to participate, however,

sometimes students need an extra push in their right 

direction. Offering students small incentives makes 

learning fun and motivates students to push themselves.

These attempts to encourage can be differed from small 

to large giving a special privilege to an exemplary 

student, to a class pizza party if the average test score 

rises. Rewards give students a sense of accomplishment 

and encourage them to work with a goal in mind.



MAKE THEM CREATIVE
Please avoid monotony and sameness by changing 
around the structure of your class. Teach through 
games and discussions instead of lectures, 
encourage students to discuss and enlarge the 
subject matter with visual aids, like colorful charts, 
diagrams and videos. You can even show a movie 
that effectively shows and explains a topic or 
theme. Your physical classroom should never be 
boring: use posters, models, student projects and 
seasonal themes to decorate your classroom, and 
create an ambiance which stimulates environment.



CONNECT TO REAL LIFE

“When will I ever need this topics?” This question is often 
heard in the classroom, this indicates that a student is not 
attracted to the lesson. If a student does not understand that 
what they’re learning is important, they won’t want to learn.
Thus it’s important to demonstrate how the subject relates to 
them. If you’re teaching algebra, take some time to research 
how it is utilized practically for example, in engineering and 
share your findings with your students. You should really attract
them by telling them that they may use it in their career. 
Showing them that a subject is used everyday by “real” people 
gives it new importance. They may never be excited about 
algebra but if they see how it applies to them, they may be 
motivated to learn attentively.



 It is an important factor to reach a success in our

classroom as a teacher, we should recognize and

identify the students who needs motivation. Sometimes, 

some of the students, even if they have intellect, have

difficulties and they suffer from focusing on the lesson. 

So, teachers should recognize this situation of them and

they should help them. In order to help them

effectively, in the first stage, they should recognize who

needs motivation. 



 In order to identify who has special

needs about the motivation in lessons, 

teachers should show special attention

on all of his students. So, all of the

students should be important in the eyes

of them. Namely, all of the students have a 

value on their teachers. So, teachers

should always follow all of their students. 



Then, teachers should provide these

students’ self identification. Firstly, a 

student should know himself and he 

should have the ability to identify his 

physical and psychological needs. In line

with these needs, he can reach the

success that he aims. 












